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Agenda

Patentsystem: Protection <> Sharing of knowledge

Patent applications

Protection: Claims

Sharing of knowledge: Description

Patentability and examination: conditions of success

What to do if not new or inventive

Admissible amendments

Initial disclosure

Retrieving shared knowledge: Patent databases and search methodologies

Hints for drafting patent applications
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Intellectual Property Rights related to product

Patents, Utility Models:

Protection of innovative technology

Design

Trademarks, e.g. “Apple”, “iPhone”

Trade secrets?
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• One out of 16 specialized agencies (SA) of 

the United Nations:

SA for Intellectual Property (IP)

• Based in Geneva, Switzerland

• 193 Member States                             

World Intellectual Property Organization

https://www.wipo.int/members/en/
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WIPO’s Mission: Developing a balanced and 

accessible international IP system

- Administration of 26 international treaties on IP

- IP Services (generating income): 

PCT (patents)

Madrid Treaty (trade marks)

The Hague Treaty (designs), ..

- Support for member countries for developing their 

IP infrastructure:

- Committee for Development and Intellectual 

Property (CDIP)

World Intellectual Property Organization

https://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/index.html
https://www.wipo.int/policy/en/cdip/
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WIPO services for IP rights

PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) system Patents

Madrid system Trademarks

Hague system Designs

Lisbon system Appellation of Origin

(Budapest) Microorganisms
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Sri Lanka member to 8 of the treaties
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WIPO administered treaties related to patents

Treaties
Members 

(2022)

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 

Property (1883) 
176 (LK)

Patent Cooperation Treaty (1970) 155 (LK)

Strasbourg Agreement Concerning the International 

Patent Classification (IPC) (1971) 
64

Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of 

the Deposit of Microorganisms for the Purposes of 

Patent Procedure (1977)

86

Patent Law Treaty (2000) 43
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What is a patent?

A patent is an exclusive right (monopoly) granted for an invention, i.e. 

the invention cannot be used by others for commercial purposes 

without permission of the owner

An invention offers a technical solution to a problem

Not any solution (invention) deserves a patent right!

Criteria for patentable and non-patentable inventions

> Substantive examination

Problem-Solution approach Section 62 (1)

Section 63

Section 84
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Requirements of patentability

Substantive patent examination has to check

Novelty

Inventive step (obviousness) Section 63, 64, 65, 66

Industrial applicability

Unity Section 74

Technical nature Section 62 (1)

No case of exclusion/exemption Section 62 (3)

Sufficient disclosure Section 71 (3)

Legal certainty of claims (clarity) Section 71 (4) 

Additions to initial disclosure Section 75

Deposit of novel micro-organisms none

Disclosure of origin of genetic resources none

& traditional knowledge 
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What does this imply?

You may raise the probability for obtaining a patent when you draft your 

application with a view to later examination

Conduct your own “preliminary substantive examination” and amend 

your application prior to filing it if you encounter issues

Why prior to filing?

Because no substantial amendments of disclosure (description & 

drawings) are permitted after filing date is allocated: Initial Disclosure 

Section 75 (1)
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►Different stakeholders / interests

Protection of innovative idea

Reward for investment

Inventor

Public

The Patent System

Investor

Sharing of technological knowledge 

(Disclosure) for further innovations

as reward for granting protection 

Section 71 (3)

Section 84
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Patent system: Protection <> Disclosure

Correspondingly, patent information and its publication serves two 

purposes:

► Informing of existing protection rights 

– What? Where? When?

► Sharing (publication and dissemination) of knowledge 

– How was the problem solved ? 

Role of patent information (patent 

applications)
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► Informing of existing protection rights

What? > see claims of granted (!) patent

Where? > research patent family

When? > verify status in National Patent Register(s)

► Disclosure and dissemination of knowledge

How was the problem solved ? > see descriptions and drawings

Content of patent information
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What is protected ?

Patents protect any commercial use 

(e.g. manufacturing, copying, importing, selling, transporting,…)

Non-commercial use is usually not protected

e.g. many jurisdictions have an explicit
exemption for academic research

Scope of protection is defined by the claims of a granted patent, 
i.e. not anything described in a patent or shown in an illustration is 
protected

Protection is in force as long as a granted patent is valid

Maximum of 20 years from filing date

Section 84

Section 86

Section 86 (1)(i)

Section 71 (6)more on claims later on

Section 83
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Protecting and sharing knowledge

The patent system creates a balance between sharing of knowledge and the 

protection of the commercial exploitation of knowledge 

Free access to and dissemination of the technical disclosure is an essential 

concept of the patent system

National legislation and its implementation should assure free access

Patents do therefore not protect the dissemination of the publications and the 

technical knowledge disclosed therein

No copyright protection on patent publications!

Contrary to scientific publications which are (often) copyright protected

The free access to this wealth of technology information fosters innovation

more on free patent databases later on
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Geography of protection

Patent granted on a territorial basis, i.e. 

country-by-country, e.g. Korea, US, India, etc. or 

per region, e.g. Europe (EPO), Africa (ARIPO or OAPI), Eurasian 

Patent Office (EAPO), etc.

no global patent yet; only international application through PCT 

system (administered by WIPO)

E.g. an Indian patent does not provide protection outside India
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Regional Patent Office (ARIPO, EPO,…)

National Patent Offices

1. National Routes

2. Regional Route

3. International Route (PCT)

Nat. Pat. Off.

Reg. Pat. Off.

WIPO/ISA/IPEA

Nat. Pat. Off.

[National phases][International phase]

national, 
regional 
patents

Obtaining patent protection abroad

national 
patents

national, 
regional 
patents
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Patent Cooperation Treaty - PCT

„One-stop shop“ for parallel filing in several jurisdictions

Filing with „Receiving Office“

Paris Convention priority may be claimed or not

International phase administered by WIPO: preliminary search and 

examination by selected ISAs; optionally, preliminary examination of 

amended claims by IPEA

National phases administered by national IPOs:

Decision on entry into national phase at the latest 30/31 months

after filing/priority date

National granting procedures/laws/regulations apply

Fully sovereign national phase examination

No obligation to adopt examination decisions of other offices
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Application number

International Patent Classification

Category X, Y, A, etc.

Relevant to Claim ...

Cited documents

Technical Fields Searched

Searching Authority

Date of Completion of the Search

Examiner

Enriched prior art search reports
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Options for extension to other jurisdiction, i.e. to Offices of Second 

Filing (OSF):

Paris Convention & TRIPS: 12 months

PCT: 30 months

Without priority claim: anytime, 

but effectively impossible after first publication by first filing office 

because published first filing becomes prior art:

- many offices publish applications 18 months after filing (priority) 

date

Timelines to be observed for 2nd filing
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Substantive examination: 

Determining the patentable invention
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A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention, i.e. the 

invention cannot be used by others for commercial purposes without 

permission of the owner

An invention offers a technical solution to a problem

Each invention can be defined

by the features that are essential

to solve the problem

Main claim includes these features

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Claim 1

What is a patent claim?

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention
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Claim sample – application

1. A method of producing a soya bean product, the method including 

the step of exposing soya beans to an acidic aqueous solution.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1, in which the acidic aqueous 

solution has a pH of between about 2,0 and 5,5.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, in which the soya 

beans are whole beans.

4. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, which 

includes the prior step of dissolving an organic acid in water to 

produce the aqueous acidic solution.

5. A method as claimed in Claim 4, in which the organic acid is citric 

acid. 

WO2005055733

Problem?

New?

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2005055733&recNum=1&docAn=IB2003005958&queryString=ALLNUM:(PCT/IB2003/005958)&maxRec=1
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!!
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PCT search report

X > not new

WO2005055733

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?DB=EPODOC&II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&locale=en_EP&FT=D&date=20050623&CC=WO&NR=2005055733A1&KC=A1
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2005055733&recNum=1&docAn=IB2003005958&queryString=ALLNUM:(PCT/IB2003/005958)&maxRec=1
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PCT search report p.2

US4855159A

WO2005055733 was never granted anywhere!

Was it worth filing this patent?

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?CC=US&NR=4855159A&KC=A&FT=D&ND=3&date=19890808&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP
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1. A method of determining the torque induced in a rotating shaft (51), 

A the shaft (51) having a torsional oscillation frequency that is dependent on 

the stiffness of the shaft (51), 

B where the torsional oscillation frequency and the stiffness are dependent 

upon the operating conditions of the shaft (51),

characterized in that

C the torsional oscillation frequency of the rotating shaft (51) is measured (35);

D the twist induced in the rotating shaft (51) by the torque is measured (39); 

and 

E the measured value of the torsional oscillation frequency and the measured 

value of the induced twist are used (41) to determine the torque induced in 

the shaft (51).

Claim sample – as filed
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Claim sample - after grant
1. A method of determining the torque induced in a rotating shaft (51), 

A the shaft (51) having a torsional oscillation frequency that is dependent on the stiffness of the 
shaft (51), 

B where the torsional oscillation frequency and the stiffness are dependent upon the operating 
conditions of the shaft (51),

the method comprising:

C measuring (35) the torsional oscillation frequency of the rotating shaft (51);

D measuring (39) the twist induced in the rotating shaft (51) by the torque; and 

E using (41) the measured value of the torsional oscillation frequency and the measured value of 
the induced twist to determine the torque induced in the shaft (51);

F the torsional oscillation frequency of the shaft (51) and the induced twist are measured (35) at 
the second set of operating conditions;

the method is characterized by

G determining the torsional oscillation frequency of the shaft (51) at a second set of operating 
conditions at which the stiffness of the shaft (51) can be determined (33) and

H determining the stiffness of the shaft (51) at the second set of operating conditions;

I the torque induced in the shaft (51) at the first set of operating conditions is determined (41) 
using the measured torsional oscillation frequency and the induced twist at the first set of 
operating conditions, and the measured torsional oscillation frequency and the stiffness at the 
second set of operating conditions

Added during examination
EP 2006651 A2

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20081224&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=EP&NR=2006651A2&KC=A2&ND=5
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Claim sample – as filed

WO2011112662A1

Markush formula

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20110915&DB=worldwide.espacenet.com&locale=en_EP&CC=WO&NR=2011112662A1&KC=A1&ND=7http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20110915&DB=worldwide.espacenet.com&locale=en_EP&CC=WO&NR=2011112662A1&KC=A1&ND=7
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Claim sample – as granted

US8765734B2

2 distinct compounds of the 

range of compounds covered 

by the Markush formula 

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20140701&DB=worldwide.espacenet.com&locale=en_EP&CC=US&NR=8765734B2&KC=B2&ND=6
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Examination and evolution of claims

Examination is mostly about claims (claimed subject matter)

Greatest challenge in patent drafting is proper claim drafting

Clear claims enabling a meaningful search

Clear claims providing legal certainty

Claimed subject matter sufficiently restricted to be novel and inventive

Initial claims (as filed) are hardly ever granted, usually amended during

examination by restricting claimed subject matter 

Description comprehensive enough to enable claim amendments

Claims need to be supported by description Section 71 (4)
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Substantive Examination

Formal Examination

 Novelty

 Inventive Step

Basic requirements:

Comparison with prior art

Search

by technical expert

Elements of pre-grant prosecution

Some legislations only have 

registration after formality 

examination

Use of external results

Filing

Request for (local) 

Examination ?

Section 73

Decision to grant/refuse

Section 73 (3)
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Novelty

Section 7 (b):

"An invention is new, if it is not anticipated by prior art"

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention

Section 64 (1):

„Has not been

invented before“ ?
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Prior Art

Section 7 (b) (1)

Prior art shall consist of everything disclosed to the 

public, anywhere in the world, 

by publication in tangible form or by oral disclosure, by 

use or in any other way, 

prior to the filing date or, where appropriate, the 

priority date, of the application claiming the invention.

Section 64 (2) (a):
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State of

the art

written description

oral description

by use

Prior art / state of the art

Disclosure made available to public by

Examiners usually 

focus on written 

disclosure.

Other prior art is 

usually introduced by 

third parties, eg at 

opposition.

PUBLIC !!

It is not enough that 

the information exists 

somewhere, eg

within a company !

Or in any other way, e.g.

accessible through file inspection 
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Any information that is made available to the public until the 

application date or the priority date (provided priority is acknowledged)

Prior art

Filing date

Prior art

Priority date Filing date

Prior art

Conditions apply !
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Many legislations grant to the inventor and applicant a grace 

period of 12 months for disclosures of her/his invention, e.g. 

scientific publications, presentations at conferences, fairs

I.e. after the disclosure, she/he has 12 months time to file for a 

patent

Don’t delay your patent application unduely!

Prior art – grace period

Section 64 (3)
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Novelty

Claimed subject matter is not novel if

all features are known 

from a single piece of prior art, e.g. another patent

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Claim
Feature ...

Feature ...

Feature ...

Feature ...

Document
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Checking novelty

► Compare claimed inventive subject matter (e.g. claim 1) 

individually with each prior art document

Invention/Claim

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

novel

novel

not novel

Document 1: A+B+C

Document 2: A+B+D

Document 3: A+B+C+D

All features (A, B, C, D) known explicitly 

from single document 
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Checking novelty (equivalent features)

► Compare claimed inventive subject matter (e.g. claim 1) 

individually with each prior art document

Invention

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

novel

not novel

Document 1: A+B+C

Document 4: A+B+C+D

Document 5: a+B+C+D not novel

Expert: a = A

A=“Tank”, a=“Container” or “Reservoir”

All features (A, B, C, D) known from single 

document 5 plus expert knowledge (“a=A”)
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Checking novelty (implicit features)

► Compare claimed inventive subject matter (e.g. claim 1) 

individually with each prior art document

Invention

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

novelDocument 1: A+B+C

not novel Expert concludes: “if C then D”

E.g.: each bonding wire (C) ends at bonding pad (D)

each tank (C) has an inlet (D)

All features (A, B, C, D) known from single document 1 

plus expert knowledge (“if C then D”)
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Examine inventive step

► If new: Is modification (difference), e.g. of "closest" prior 

art obvious for someone skilled in the art ?

Invention

feature A

feature B

feature C

feature F

Document 1: A+B+C

Document 2: A+B+C+D

novel

novel

Difference to prior art 1, 2

Document 6: A+B+(D or F)

A+B+C+F

Expert: 

Obvious

combination?

All features (A, B, C, F) known, but from 

2 documents (2 & 6)
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From ‘not novel’ to ‘novel’?

Initial Claim

feature A

feature B

feature C

feature D

Document 3: A+B+C+D

Amended Claim

feature A

feature B

feature G

feature H

Amended Claim

feature A

feature B

feature C

feature D

feature E

Amended Claim

feature A

feature B

feature C

feature F

not novel 
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Search and examination report by examiner 

with or without proposal for patentable claims

Applicant's reply or withdrawal

with or without proposal for amended claims

Examiner to check: - whether amended claims are within initial disclosure

- whether claims are properly worded

Top-up search if amended claims include features disclosed only in initial 

description and not in searched claims

If no withdrawal

Examiner to reject with detailed reasoning

Examiner to grant and check publication (nothing added to initial disclosure)

Actions and communications

Included in file wrapper

Accessible through file 

inspection
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Evolution of claims

Claims of a patent application are usually different at different publication and 
prosecution stages of the application

Before examination, the initially filed independent claims have a broader scope 
because applicants seek to get as much protection as possible

Claims of granted patents are, in comparison to the initially filed claims,

Usually narrower, i.e. include additional features/limitations, or 

May be totally different
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Admissible claim amendments

Applicant may usually amend/narrow claims anytime during examination, e.g. if 

originally filed claims are not patentable:

Adding further features taken from description or other claims

Replacement of features 

Completely reworded claims

All features have to be supported by the original description

Features from drawings not supported by the description are not permitted, i.e. 

they have to be mentioned explicitly in description

Remember: Initial description may not be amended such that technical details 

are added

Initial description (disclosure) has to be comprehensive and complete 

enough to enable amendments

Section 71 (4)

Section 75 (1)
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What to do if description lacks details?

File new application including amended description/drawings

Claim priority of earlier application

Priority right applies only for parts of the new description already 

disclosed in earlier application!
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Patent documents and drafting
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► Bibliographic data (front page, meta data)

title, applicant(s), inventor(s), filing date, priorities,..

► Description

problem to be solved, prior art, 

inventive idea, embodiments

► Drawings

► Claims

Components of patent documents

Sample

Disclosure

Knowledge Sharing

Protection

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?CC=EP&NR=1000000A1&KC=A1&FT=D&ND=3&date=20000517&DB=worldwide.espacenet.com&locale=en_EP
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2003020206&recNum=1&maxRec=1&office=&prevFilter=&sortOption=&queryString=FP:(wo/2003020206)&tab=PCTDescription
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A patent provides protection for an invention, i.e. the invention 

cannot be used by others for commercial purposes without 

permission of the owner

An invention offers a technical solution to a problem

Each invention can be defined

by the features that are essential

to solve the problem

Main claim includes these features

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Claim 1

What is a patent claim?

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention
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Claims define the scope of protection

Claims have to be clear and concise

Claim wording should not permit ambiguous interpretation

> Principle of Legal Certainty

Claims are always worded in a rather abstract way

Need not be self explanatory

Description and drawings are used to interpret the claims

Claims are worded as one sentence with heavy punctuation

Drafting of claims
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1. A method of determining the torque induced in a rotating shaft (51), 

A the shaft (51) having a torsional oscillation frequency that is dependent on 

the stiffness of the shaft (51), 

B where the torsional oscillation frequency and the stiffness are dependent 

upon the operating conditions of the shaft (51),

characterized in that

C the torsional oscillation frequency of the rotating shaft (51) is measured (35);

D the twist induced in the rotating shaft (51) by the torque is measured (39); 

and 

E the measured value of the torsional oscillation frequency and the measured 

value of the induced twist are used (41) to determine the torque induced in 

the shaft (51).

Claim sample

EP 2006651 A2

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20081224&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=EP&NR=2006651A2&KC=A2&ND=5
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Two categories of claims according to the two categories of 

inventions:

Claims for methods, processes (intangible)

Claims for products (tangible)

Devices, apparatus, compositions,…

Categories of claims

Section 62 (2)
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Independent claims

One part claim

Two part claim

Dependent claims

Types of claims
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Sample: Main claim & dependent claims

1. A method of producing a soya bean product, the method including 

the step of exposing soya beans to an acidic aqueous solution.

2. A method as claimed in Claim 1, in which the acidic aqueous 

solution has a pH of between about 2,0 and 5,5.

3. A method as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2, in which the soya 

beans are whole beans.

4. A method as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, which 

includes the prior step of dissolving an organic acid in water to 

produce the aqueous acidic solution.

Claims 2-4 are dependent claims since they refer to claim 1.

WO2005055733

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2005055733&recNum=1&docAn=IB2003005958&queryString=ALLNUM:(PCT/IB2003/005958)&maxRec=1
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A dependent claim refers to at least one other claim, e.g.

2. Apparatus according claim 1 where ….

3. Apparatus according claim 1 or 2 where …….

6. Apparatus according claim 1 and 2 where …….

7. Apparatus according any of the preceding claims where ….

By way of reference the features/elements of the referenced claim(s) 
are included, i.e. combined with the other features/elements

References are therefore admissible only to claims of same 
category (method, product)

Dependent claims
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Main claim (1st independent claim):

Includes all the features/elements of the invention

which are essential to solve the problem, 

and only those features!

“1. Apparatus/process with {feature A}, {feature B}, 

{feature C}, {feature D}.”

Dependent claims: 

additional features which are not essential but 

describe options for various embodiments, or for 

additional advantages

Why dependent and independent claims?

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention

EP 2006651 B1

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20101027&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=EP&NR=2006651B1&KC=B1&ND=6
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Further independent claims for

Two categories: product and process

Alternative similar solutions for same problem 

linked through the same inventive concept

(unity of invention!)

Several independent claims?

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature E

Invention

EP 2006651 B1

Section 74

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20101027&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=EP&NR=2006651B1&KC=B1&ND=6
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Claim sample - one part claim

1. A method of producing a soya bean product, the method including 

the step of exposing soya beans to an acidic aqueous solution.

WO2005055733

Introducing part (category, purpose) (preamble)

Body of claim

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/detail.jsf?docId=WO2005055733&recNum=1&docAn=IB2003005958&queryString=ALLNUM:(PCT/IB2003/005958)&maxRec=1
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Types of independent claims

One part claim:

includes just list of the essential features

“1. Apparatus {with, where, comprising} A,B,C,D”

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention
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1. A method of determining the torque induced in a rotating shaft (51), 

A the shaft (51) having a torsional oscillation frequency that is dependent on 

the stiffness of the shaft (51), 

B where the torsional oscillation frequency and the stiffness are dependent 

upon the operating conditions of the shaft (51),

characterized in that

C the torsional oscillation frequency of the rotating shaft (51) is measured (35);

D the twist induced in the rotating shaft (51) by the torque is measured (39); 

and 

E the measured value of the torsional oscillation frequency and the measured 

value of the induced twist are used (41) to determine the torque induced in 

the shaft (51).

Claim sample – two part claim

EP 2006651 A2

Introducing part (category, purpose) (preamble)

Sequence of 5 features A – E  (added)

generic expression, transitional phrase

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/originalDocument?FT=D&date=20081224&DB=EPODOC&locale=en_EP&CC=EP&NR=2006651A2&KC=A2&ND=5
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Types of claims

Two part claim: 

“1. Apparatus with A, B and C,

characterized in that D”

> first part (preamble) describes closest prior art

> second part describes difference(s) between 

invention and closest prior art: 

> ‘special technical features’

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Invention

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Closest 

prior art

Single

document
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Closest prior art

► State of the art published prior to filing/priority date

Invention

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Document 1: A+B

Document 2: A+C

Document 3: A+B+C Closest prior art
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Closest prior art ?

► State of the art published prior to filing/priority date

Invention

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Document 1: A+B

Document 2: A+C

Document 3: A+B+C Closest prior art?

Document 4: A+B+D Closest prior art?

Document 5: B+C+D Closest prior art?
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Potential claim wordings

Document 3 is closest prior art:

Apparatus with A, B and C, characterized in that D

Document 4 is closest prior art:

Apparatus with A, B and D, characterized in that C

Document 5 is closest prior art:

Apparatus with B, C and D, characterized in that A

One part claim: Apparatus with A, B, C and D.
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Do

Put in writing the problem that you sought to solve

Note down the prior art that you are aware off, without 

searching any database

Put in writing the solution(s) that you found

List all features/elements of the solution individually

Which are essential?

Which are optional, which are alternatives?

Draft a tentative main claim

Conduct a prior art search on this claim

Identify relevant prior art documents

Conduct a tentative novelty analysis of your main claim

Preparing a patent application
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If your claim appears to be new

Additional independent claims are warranted?

Prepare drawings

Draft description

Draft dependent claims based on varied embodiments of the 

inventive concept, e.g. as described in the detailed description

Is there a closest prior art document?

If your claim is not new:

Restrict the claim by adding further features/elements

Determine differences of your invention and the prior art?

Which ones could be seen as essential or important?

Preparing a patent application
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Do not

include process steps in product/device claims and vice versa

mention benefits, advantages, alleged positive effects

mention the problem that was solved

refer in a general way to the description or drawings (‘as shown in 

Fig. 1’)

include in the main claim optional features

use ambiguous expression (about, nearly, perfectly, almost,…)

Do

Include in main claim only essential features but all essential 

features to solve the problem, to achieve the benefits, advantages 

of the invention

Refer to elements in drawings by using reference numerals in 

brackets

Drafting claims
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Introduction: Background

Explain the problem that you sought to solve

Indicate prior art

Explain why the prior art did not sufficiently solve the 

problem

Explain why and how the inventive concept better solves the 

problem

Brief description of drawings

Detailed embodiments

Enabling someone skilled in the art to put the invention to 

work

Best mode of carrying out the invention

Utilize and refer to drawings whenever possible

Drafting description
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Dont

Include derogatory statements

Promise benefits which the invention doesn’t deliver

Amending the description and drawings

Not possible, filing date fixes the initial disclosure!

Only clerical errors, faint lines,…

If something essential is missing, a new application need to be 

filed, usually by claiming the priority of the previous one.

Drafting description
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https://www.wipo.int/publications/en/details.jsp?id=4584&plang=EN

https://www.wipo.int/publications/en/details.jsp?id=4584&plang=EN
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Searching prior art
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Patent Databases

WIPO patent information brochures
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/publications/

WIPO Guide to Technology Databases:
http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/mdocs/en/cdip_3/cdip_3_inf_2study_iii_inf_1.pdf

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/publications/
http://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/mdocs/en/cdip_3/cdip_3_inf_2study_iii_inf_1.pdf
file://Users/lutzmailaender/Desktop/Addis/Presentations/PI Guide wipo_pub_l434_03.pdf
file://Users/lutzmailaender/Desktop/Addis/Presentations/Guide to Tech DB.pdf
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Novelty search

Claimed subject matter is not novel if

all features are known 

from a single piece of prior art, e.g. another patent

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Claim
Feature ...

Feature ...

Feature ...

Feature ...

Document
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Novelty: Quest for the one document

Feature A

Feature B

Feature C

Feature D

Document

search screen

Methodologies:

Keywords

Classifications

Citations

(Text mining)

View drawings:

Read text:

Information processing

parallel

serial

Documents in 

database

Search results
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Sources of patent information

Primary sources:  each jurisdiction defines how authoritative (official) patent information is 

published and the respective authority in charge (national patent offices)

Secondary sources Collect data from various primary sources and make it accessible 

through single interface:

Commercial patent databases

Non-public proprietary search systems of patent offices

accessible by selected other users (subscribers) EPOQUEnet (EPO), DEPATIS 

(DPMA)

Not accessible by others (JPO, KIPO, USPTO, …)

Free-of-charge public patent databases:

hosted by some IPOs: Espacenet, Patentscope, Depatisnet

hosted by others: Google Patents, Patentlens,..
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Sources: common features & differences

Patent information retrievable

Which jurisdictions are covered? (country coverage)

Which data per jurisdiction? Bibliographic data only, full specifications, PDF, legal 

status; ….

Value added information; non patent data

Patent information searchable (search fields)

Complexity of query language and search queries:

operators

truncations

nesting, ranges

subqueries

Natural language, fuzziness, similar documents

Various formats e.g. for priority data, dates, … (a nightmare!)

Still little standardization
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Major public IPO patent databases

Patentscope: WIPO

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/search.jsf

Espacenet: European Patent Office (EPO)

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/

Depatisnet: German Patent Office (DPMA)

http://depatisnet.dpma.de

Retrievable documents: mostly same as commercial providers and office 

search systems

Search interface and functionalities: more basic and simple (competition)

Do not permit as efficient searches as commercial databases or office 

search systems

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/search/en/search.jsf
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/
http://depatisnet.dpma.de/
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Commercial providers

Commercial database providers/vendors:

Clarivate, Questel, STN, LexisNexis, Minesoft, ….

fee based

broad coverage of searchable and retrievable data (e.g. full texts)

valued added services, e.g.:

analysis and visualization tools

data enhancement, quality checks

added proprietary information, e.g. enhanced abstracts

chemical identifiers like CAS registry codes

semantic search, text mining (search similar documents)

Q

http://statsprd.questel.fr/PRD/stat_tempo.aspx?id=dd94d3199ea64c1981350397467834be&grpid=&Lang=en&pgw=&flash=&def=1&loading=true
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ART ?

Citation map

Ritonavir patents

Each box: 

Patent publication

Each line: 

Citation relation

http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/patentscope/en/programs/patent_landscapes/reports/documents/Sample_citation_map_Innovation_track_1.pdf
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Collaborations between inventors



WIPO PUBLIC
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DWPI sample

• written by experts

• covering some 45+ 

countries

• in English

• solution to 

language barrier in 

keyword searching

• alternative to poor 

quality of applicant 

written abstracts
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► Using keywords

language dependent

synonyms, variations

cross lingual search (in Patentscope)

► Using classification codes

language independent

different classification systems

predefined concepts

► Combinations of keywords/classifications

► Reiteration, Refinement by review of results

► Text mining tools (search for similar documents, e.g. by starting from 

one given document)

How to search technology ?
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Keyword search

Searchable fields (parts of patent documents)

Title: too short (field of technology)

Abstract: may be unspecific, not focused on real invention; usualy

not checked by examiners

Claims: define invention but use sometimes unspecific terminology; 

features described in a functional way, e.g. "device for doing this

and that, where x happens when y is acted,....; 

alternative expressions; imagine in how many ways a structural

feature of a mechanical construction could be described

"lawyerish language"

Full text: may increase noise, decrease precision

E.g. because descriptions also describe prior art solutions; or

inappropriate details
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Describing structural features ?
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►Initial search results (hits), e.g. by keywords:

Positive hits, i.e. relevant/appropriate documents

Noise, i.e. irrelevant/inappropriate documents

►Use initial hits for further improvement/refinement of search results;  you 

may indentify:

Further keywords, synonyms;

Keywords for excluding certain subject matter

Classification symbols

Applicant/inventor names to search for related inventions filed by 

them

Similar documents through backward/forward citations in 

researched documents

How to search technology ?
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► State of art (prior art) search report of applications include information on 

patent applications with similar technology

citations by examiner

citations by applicant

citations by third parties

Document categories:

X: challenging novelty > very similar

Y: challenging inventive step > quite similar

A: technical background > broadly similar

► Recurrent approach; exploit several generations of citations: citations in 

citations in ….; include backward and forward citations

How to search technology ?
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Application number

International Patent Classification

Category X, Y, A, etc.

Relevant to Claim ...

Cited documents

Technical Fields Searched

Searching Authority

Date of Completion of the Search

Examiner

Enriched prior art search reports
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http://ccd.fiveipoffices.org/CCD-2.1.6/

Common Citation Document (CCD)

Compilation of 

backward citations 

from members of the 

patent family

http://ccd.fiveipoffices.org/CCD-2.1.6/
http://www.trilateral.net/ccd
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Enriched Citations of EPO

Domestic family of 

selected citation

Citations of JPO

PDF of selected citation

http://www.trilateral.net/ccd
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Backward and forward citations

For any publication A:

Publications cited in A  Backward citations of A

Publications citing A  Forward citations of A

321

321 A

A

root

Time dimension
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Espacenet: Forward Citations 

WO2011113363

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/citingDocuments?CC=WO&NR=2011113363A1&KC=A1&FT=D&ND=3&date=20110922&DB=&locale=en_EP
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Google patents: Forward Citations 

WO2011113363

https://patents.google.com/patent/WO2011113363A1/en
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Text mining – similar documents

Text mining software analyses the content/topics of a given document, for 

example by determining statistical patterns of significant keywords

Software identifies similar documents, for example such having similar 

keyword patterns

Simple application available in Google patents
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Semantic Search– similar documents
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Automated creation of search query for given document

Application extracts suitable keywords

Google Patents: prior art finder 

https://patents.google.com/patent/GB2254417A/en?q=laser&q=cancer&q=infrared&oq=laser+cancer+infrared

https://patents.google.com/patent/GB2254417A/en?q=laser&q=cancer&q=infrared&oq=laser+cancer+infrared
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Google Patents: prior art finder 
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Thank you

lutz.mailander@wipo.int


